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Abstract
The trend towards highly specialized solution providers cooperatively offering configurable products and services to their customers requires the extension of current
(standalone) configuration technology with capabilities of knowledge sharing and distributed configuration problem solving. On the one hand, a standardized representation
language is needed in order to tackle the challenges imposed by heterogeneous representation formalisms of state-of-the-art configuration environments (e.g. description
logic or predicate logic based configurators), on the other hand it is important to integrate the development and maintenance of configuration systems into industrial software development processes. We show how to support both goals by demonstrating the
applicability of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for configuration knowledge
acquisition and by providing a set of rules for transforming UML models into configuration knowledge bases specified by languages such as OIL or DAML+OIL which
represent the foundation for the description of configuration Web services.

1 Introduction
There is an increasing demand for applications providing solutions for configuration
tasks in various domains (e.g. telecommunications industry, automotive industry, or
financial services) resulting in a set of corresponding configurator implementations (e.g.
[3,12,17,28]). Informally, configuration can be seen as a special kind of design activity
[22], where the configured product is built of a predefined set of component types and
attributes, which can be composed conform to a set of corresponding constraints.
Triggered by the trend towards highly specialized solution providers cooperatively
offering configurable products and services, joint configuration by a set of business
partners is becoming a key application of knowledge-based configuration systems. The
configuration of virtual private networks (VPNs) or the configuration of enterprise network solutions are application examples for distributed configuration processes. In the
EC-funded research project CAWICOMS1 the paradigm of Web services is adopted to
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CAWICOMS is the acronym for Customer-Adaptive Web Interface for the Configuration of
products and services with Multiple Suppliers (EU-funded project IST-1999-10688).

accomplish this form of business application integration. In order to realize a dynamic
matchmaking between service requesters and service providers, configuration services
are represented as Web services describing the capabilities of potentially cooperating
configuration systems. In the following we show how the concepts needed for describing configuration knowledge can be represented using semantic markup languages such
as OIL [11] or DAML+OIL [26].
From the viewpoint of industrial software development, the integration of construction and maintenance of knowledge-based systems is an important prerequisite for a
broader application of AI technologies. When considering configuration systems, formal knowledge representation languages are difficult to communicate to domain experts. The so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck is obvious, since configuration
knowledge acquisition and maintenance are only feasible with the support of a knowledge engineer who can handle the formal representation language of the underlying
configuration system.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [21] is a widely adopted modeling language in industrial software development. Based on our experiences in building configuration knowledge bases using UML [9], we show how to effectively support the construction of Semantic Web configuration knowledge bases using UML as knowledge
acquisition frontend. The provided UML concepts constitute an ontology consisting of
concepts contained in de facto standard configuration ontologies [9,24]. Based on a
description logic based definition of a configuration task we provide a set of rules for
automatically translating UML configuration models into a corresponding OIL representation2 .
The approach presented in this paper enhances the application of Software Engineering techniques to knowledge-based systems by providing a UML-based knowledge
acquisition frontend for configuration systems. Vice versa, reasoning support for Semantic Web ontology languages can be exploited for checking the consistency of UML
configuration models. The resulting configuration knowledge bases enable knowledge
interchange between heterogenous configuration environments as well as distributed
configuration problem solving in different supply chain settings. The presented concepts are implemented in a knowledge acquisition workbench which is a major part of
the CAWICOMS configuration environment.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an example of a UML
configuration knowledge base which is used for demonstration purposes throughout the
paper. In Section 3 we give a description logic based definition of a configuration task
- this definition serves as basis for the translation of UML configuration models into a
corresponding OIL-based representation (Section 4). Section 5 discusses related work.

2 Configuration knowledge base in UML
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [21] is the result of an integration of objectoriented approaches of [4,16,20] which is well established in industrial software development. UML is applicable throughout the whole software development process
2

Note that OIL text is used for presentation purposes - the used concepts can simply be transformed into a DAML+OIL representation.

from the requirements analysis phase to the implementation phase. In order to allow
the refinement of the basic meta-model with domain-specific modeling concepts, UML
provides the concept of profiles - the configuration domain specific modeling concepts
presented in the following are the constituting elements of a UML configuration profile
which can be used for building configuration models. UML profiles can be compared
with ontologies discussed in the AI literature, e.g. [6] defines an ontology as a theory about the sorts of objects, properties of objects, and relationships between objects
that are possible in a specific domain. UML stereotypes are used to further classify
UML meta-model elements (e.g. classes, associations, dependencies). Stereotypes are
the basic means to define domain-specific modeling concepts for profiles (e.g. for the
configuration profile). In the following we present a set of rules allowing the automatic
translation of UML configuration models into a corresponding OIL representation.
For the following discussions the simple UML configuration model shown in Figure
1 will serve as a working example. This model
generic product structure,
 represents
 . The the
i.e. all possible variants of a configurable
basic structure of the product
is modeled using classes, generalization, and aggregation. The set of possible products
is restricted through a set of constraints which are related to technical restrictions, economic factors, and restrictions according to the production process. The used concepts
stem from connection-based [19], resource-based [17], and structure-based [25] configuration approaches. These configuration domain-specific concepts represent a basic
set useful for building configuration knowledge bases and mainly correspond to those
defined in the de facto standard configuration ontologies [9,24]:
Component types. Component types represent the basic building blocks a final product
can be built of. Component types are characterized by attributes. A stereotype Component is introduced, since some limitations on this special form of class must hold (e.g.
there are no methods).
Generalization hierarchies. Component types with a similar structure are arranged in
a generalization hierarchy (e.g. in Figure 1 a CPU1 is a special kind of CPU).
Part-whole relationships. Part-whole relationships between component types state a
range of how many subparts an aggregate can consist of (e.g. a Computer contains at
least one and at most two motherboards - MBs).
Compatibilities and requirements. Some types of components must not be used together within the same configuration - they are incompatible (e.g. an SCSIUnit is incompatible with an MB1). In other cases, the existence of one component of a specific
type requires the existence of another special component within the configuration (e.g
an IDEUnit requires an MB1). The compatibility between different component types
is expressed using the stereotyped association incompatible. Requirement constraints
between component types are expressed using the stereotype requires.
Resource constraints. Parts of a configuration task can be seen as a resource balancing
task, where some of the component types produce some resources and others are consumers (e.g., the consumed hard-disk capacity must not exceed the provided hard-disk

capacity). Resources are described by a stereotype Resource, furthermore stereotyped
dependencies are introduced for representing the producer/consumer relationships between different component types. Producing component types are related to resources
using the produces dependency, furthermore consuming component types are related
to resources using the consumes dependency. These dependencies are annotated with
values representing the amount of production and consumption.
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Fig. 1. Example configuration model

Port connections. In some cases the product topology - i.e., exactly how the components are interconnected - is of interest in the final configuration. The concept of a port
(stereotype Port) is used for this purpose (e.g. see the connection
between
Videocard
 ).
and Screen represented by the stereotype conn and the ports 
and 

3 Description logic based definition of a configuration task
The following description logic based definition of a configuration task [10] serves as a
foundation for the formulation of rules for translating UML configuration models into a
OIL representation 3. The definition is based on a schema S=(  , !" ,
#corresponding
 ) of disjoint sets of names for concepts, roles, and individuals [5], where !" is a
disjunctive union of roles and features.
3

A detailed discussion on the equivalence of configuration problems defined in description
logics and those defined in predicate logic can be found in [10].
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Based on this definition, a corresponding configuration result (solution) is defined as
[10], where the semantics of description terms are given using an interpretation
#follows
Uih^jek5l O?m P kMn , where jek is a domain of values and Om P k is a mapping from concept
descriptions to subsets of j k and from role descriptions to sets of 2-tuples over j k .
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The automatic derivation of an OIL-based configuration knowledge base requires a
clear definition of the semantics of the used UML modeling concepts. In the following
we define the semantics of UML configuration models by giving a set of corresponding
translation rules into OIL. The resulting knowledge base restricts the set of possible
configurations, i.e. enumerates the possible instance models which strictly correspond
to the UML class diagram defining the product structure.

4 Translation of UML configuration model into OIL
For the modeling concepts discussed in Section 2 we now present a set of rules for
translating those concepts into an OIL-based representation. This mapping is a basis
for the representation. of configurator
capabilities as configuration Web service.
a denotes the
In the following '
graphical representation of the UML configuration model.

Rule 1 (Component
component type,
J . types):
a , thenLet$% $ beisaextended
the domain of in '
with
class-def  .
J
slot-def .
 : slot-constraint J cardinality
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For those .component
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disjoint  l  . G

a"b

J

an attribute of  , and
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  ), which do not have any

a"b

Example 1 (Component type
): class-def
.
 KJ .
slot-def ¢ £
a"b : slot-constraint g¢  £ J
cardinality 1 ((min 300) and (max 500)).
a"b  B . disjoint  B¤&0 K . ... G
disjoint
Subtyping in the configuration domain means that attributes and roles of a given
component type are inherited by its subtypes. In most configuration environments a
disjunctive and complete semantics is assumed for generalization
where the
  axiom hierarchies,
and the completeness
disjunctive semantics can be expressed using the  
can be expressed by forcing the superclass to conform to one of the given subclasses as
follows.
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Rule 2 (Generalization
hierarchies): Let and  6 l TT@T l  be classes (component
.
a
types) in '
, where is the superclass of  l T@TT l  , then $%$ is extended with
6
l
l
  TT@T  : subclass-of . 6
: ,  S { l (T@TT l or 6 ...} (or :  U ¡ ).K ) : disjoint  :  . G
¥ : subclass-of
Remark 1: Attribute and role inheritance must not be addressed in the translation
rules for OIL since they are defined in OIL. G

a"bc a"b1d

a"b

a"bc

a"b

Example 2 (
,
of
):
: subclass-of
.
a"b1d : subclass-of
a"b subclasses
.
a"b : subclass-of (a"bc or a"bed ).
a"bcqa"b1d . G
disjoint
Part-whole relationships are important model properties in the configuration domain. In [1,23] it is pointed out that part-whole relationships have quite variable semantics depending on the regarded application domain. In most configuration environments, a part-whole relationship is described by the two basic roles partof and haspart.
Depending on the intended semantics, different additional restrictions can be placed on
the usage of those roles.
UML provides two different facets of part-whole relationships which are also widely
used for configuration problem representation, namely composite and shared part-whole
relationships. If a component is a compositional part of another component then strong
ownership is required, i.e., it can not be part of another component at the same time.
If a component is a non-compositional (shared) part of another component, it can be

shared between different components. Multiplicities used to describe a part-whole relationship denote how many parts the aggregate can consist of and betweenhow
¦many

aggregates a part can be shared if the aggregation is non-composite. In our
configuration example we only use composite part-whole relationships.
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Remark 2: The semantics of shared part-whole relationships (
«
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and
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correJ® role cardinality (see Rule 3) can be
sponding roles, i.e., the constraint on the
omitted - this constraint expresses the fact that when introducing an exclusive partwhole relationship, the part component must be connected to exactly one whole and no
additional part-whole relationships of the part are allowed. G
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an B ) can be translated into a corresponding OIL representation. For a consistent
application of the translation rules it must be ensured that the involved components are
within the same sub-configuration w.r.t. the part-of hierarchy, i.e., the involved components must be connected to the same instance of the component type that represents the
common root for these components. In order to allow a correct derivation of constraints,
the involved component types must have a unique
component type as prede. common
a (in Figure
2 the component type
cessor and a unique path to the common root in '
Computer is the unique common root of the component types IDEUnit and CPU1). If
this uniqueness property is not satisfied, the meaning of the imposed (graphically represented) constraints becomes ambiguous, since one component can be part of more than
one substructure and consequently the scope of the constraint becomes ambiguous.
derivation of constraints on the product model we introduce the abbreviation
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Fig. 2. Navigation paths from
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constraints. A requires constraint between two component types   and  » in
. ' a denotes
the fact that the existence of an instance of component type  requires
that an instance of component type g» exists and is part of the same (sub)configuration.
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.
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Compatibility constraints.
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6
. A compatibility
a denotes theconstraint
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fact that the existence of a tuple of instances corresponding to the types in  is not allowed in a final configuration (result).
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Example 6 ( & &0¶
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Resource constraints. Resource constraints can be modeled in UML using stereotyped classes representing types of resources and stereotyped dependencies with a corresponding tagged value indicating resource production and consumption. Resource
balancing tasks [17] are defined within a (sub)tree (context) of the product configuK ©
ration
model.
To map a resource balancing task into OIL, additional attributes ( 
p
K

and  in the following) have to be defined for the component types acting as producers and consumers. Additionally we have to introduce aggregate functions as representation concepts, which are currently neither supported in OIL nor DAML+OIL.
The following representation of aggregate
functions is based on the formalism prea5: associated
with binary relations
,Ö ,
sented
in
[2],
where
a
set
of
predicates
JL(e.g.,
LMO $ P Õ (e.g.,
º , ¿ ) over a value domain  RO $ P and a set of aggregation
functions
  l    l ¼J× l   ) are defined. When regarding the path leading to the concept
whose feature values are aggregated, [2] require that all but the last one of the roles
in the path must be features - this assumption is taken into account in the following
formalization of resource constraints.
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 ¨ : slot-constraint    cardinality 1 ¨ . G

 J

K

Example 8 ( Ô    connected to &0
 subclass-of Port. ): class-def 



class-def
   : slot-constraint ¸ J¼

cardinality
1 one-of (
   » ).








: slot-constraintK  
min-cardinality à
 .
   : slot-constraint

c  .
max-cardinality 
4

No different lower bounds and upper bounds are allowed here.



subclass-of Port.

   : slot-constraint
 











value-type 
.¦
   : slot-constraint

 J
cardinality 1 Ô    . ... G

Note, that the above definitions for ports do not guarantee that the connections are
established within a sub-configuration. In order to formulate such restrictions, variables
are needed as placeholders for the corresponding connection individuals - the usage of
variables is not supported in current versions of Semantic Web ontology languages such
as OIL or DAML+OIL.
 J
Using the defined structure
for port connections,
the
constraint
”a Ô    must







K



K










be connected via Q
via 
 with a &0
 ” can be formulated as
follows.

 J

Example 9: Ô    : (slot-constraint videoport-of-videocard has-value
¸J¼ has-value
((slot-constraint 
(one-of Q
  )) and
(slot-constraint  has-value
  has-value &0 K ) and
((slot-constraint 







¸
J¼
(slot-constraint K  has-value
(one-of 
 )))))). G
The application of the modeling concepts presented in this paper has its limits when
building configuration knowledge bases - in most domains there exist complex constraints that do not have an intuitive graphical representation. Happily, (with some minor restrictions discussed in [10]) we are able to represent such constraints using languages such as OIL or DAML+OIL. UML itself has an integrated constraint language
(Object Constraint Language - OCL [27]) which allows the formulation of constraints
on object structures. The translation of OCL constraints into representations of Semantic Web ontology languages is the subject of future work, a translation into a predicate
logic based representation of a configuration problem has already been discussed in [8].
The current version of our prototype workbench supports the generation of OIL-based
configuration knowledge bases from UML models which are built using the modeling
concepts presented in this paper, i.e. concepts for designing the product structure and
concepts for defining basic constraints (e.g. requires) on the product structure.

5 Related Work
The definition of a common representation language to support knowledge interchange
between and integration of different knowledge-based systems are important issues in
the configuration domain. In [24] one approach to collect relevant concepts for modeling configuration knowledge bases is presented. The defined ontology is based on Ontolingua [15] and represents a synthesis of resource-based, function-based, connectionbased, and structure-based configuration approaches. This ontology is a kind of metaontology which is similar to the UML profile for configuration models presented in this
paper. Conforming to the definition of [6] a UML configuration model is an ontology,
i.e. it restricts the sort of objects relevant for the domain, defines the possible properties

of objects and the relationships between objects. Compared to the approach presented in
this paper, [24] do not provide a formal semantics for the proposed modeling concepts.
The work of [7] shows some similarities to the work presented in this paper. Starting
with a UML ontology (which is basically represented as a class diagram) corresponding
JAVA classes and RDF documents are generated. The work presented in this paper goes
one step further by providing a UML profile for the configuration domain and a set of
rules allowing the automatic derivation of executable configuration knowledge bases.
The correspondence between Semantic Web ontology languages and UML is shown
on the object level as well as on the constraint level, where a set of domain specific
constraints (e.g. requires) are introduced as stereotypes in the configuration profile - for
these constraints an representation in OIL has been shown.
Most of the required means for expressing configuration knowledge are already provided by current versions of Semantic Web knowledge representation languages. However, in order to provide full fledged configuration knowledge representation, certain additional expressivity properties must be fulfilled - this issue is discussed in [10], where
aggregation functions, n-ary relationships, and the provision of variables have been
identified as the major required add-ons for ontology languages such as DAML+OIL.
Within the Semantic Web community there are ongoing efforts to increase the expressiveness of Web ontology languages. DAML-L [18] is a language which builds upon the
basic concepts of DAML. XML Rules [14] and CIF (Constraint Interchange Format)
[13] are similar approaches with the goal to provide rule languages for the Semantic
Web.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an approach to integrate the development of configuration
knowledge bases for the Semantic Web into standard industrial software development
processes. Founded on a description logic based definition of a configuration task, we
presented a set of rules for translating UML configuration models into a corresponding
OIL-based representation enabling model checking for UML configuration models and
knowledge sharing between different configurators in Web-based environments. Our
approach supports effective sharing and integration of configuration knowledge on a
graphical level which becomes one of the major issues in the context of distributed
configuration problem solving. The concepts presented in this paper are implemented
in a corresponding configuration knowledge acquisition workbench.
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